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Do you like this song? (Click star to rate) The needle in my record player has been wearing thin this record has been playing since the day you've been with him no longer riding long to another house from your station I didn't like it anyway remember the time we wrote our names on the wall? Remember when we
realized 'exciting' was our favorite song? Have I waited too long? Did I find that one? Did I wait too long to see you? Have I waited too long? Did I find that one? Did I wait too long to see you? Maybe it's for the best maybe it's not for anything it won't be so bad to take this right since I no longer ride long to another house
from your station I don't like it anyway remember when we wrote our names on the wall? Remember when we realized 'exciting' was our favorite song? Have I waited too long? Did I find that one? Did I wait too long to see you? Have I waited too long? Did I find that one? Did I wait too long to see you? Many times I tried
to be simple for you so simple to lie many times I tried obvious mistakes from your design many times I tried to make it simple for you, so simple to lie obvious mistakes of your design many times I tried to make it simple for you, so simple to lie obvious mistakes from your design did I wait too long did I realize that
someone I wanted too long to see you? I had a lot of luck behind me and I ran I had a lot of chances to see you found the song from the new glory album, nothing gold could stay, hits, icons and kill it live. The needle in my record player has been wearing thin this record has been playing since the day you've been with
him no longer riding to another house than your station I don't like it anyway remember when we wrote our name on the wall to remember the time we realized our favorite song thriller was whether I had waited too long for someone That I have waited too long too you see maybe it's for the best maybe it's not going to be
so bad to take this right than I have no longer rides to take home any more of your station I don't like it anyway remember the time we wrote our names on the wall remember the time we realized the excitement Our favorite song was Whether I waited too long did I wait too long to see how many times I tried to make it
simple to you, too simple to lie many times I tried to make obvious mistakes from your design Did I wait too long did I realize that someone I waited too long too long You see I had a lot of luck behind me and I ran I had a lot of chances to see you lyrics posted by Maxine Blow or Virgo as written by Cyrus William Bullocky
Chad Everett Gilbert lyrics © World Music Group release lyrics by LyFinricd add your thoughts now log in to tell us what you think this song means. You got a good time? Create an account with SongMeanings to post comments, post lyrics, and more. It's easy, we. This could be because you came using an anonymous
private network/proxy, or because of suspicious activity from somewhere on your network at some point. By the way, please solve the captcha below and you should be on your way to Songfacts. Sorry for the upset [verse 1] the needle in my record player has been wearing thin this record has been playing since the day
you've been with him [before Kerr] no longer rides long to another house from your station I don't like it anyway remember the time we wrote our name on the wall to remember the time we realized our favorite song thriller was [Chorus] Did I Over Have waited too long I realized that someone I have waited too long, to
see you [x2] [verse 2] maybe it's best maybe it's for anything it won't be so bad to take this right from me [before Kerr] no longer rides long to the other house of your station I didn't like it anyway when we got our name I wrote on the wall to remember when we realized that our favorite song thriller was [Chorus] Did I wait
too long did I realize that someone I waited too long , to see you [x2] [Bridge] How many times I've tried It's simple to lie how many times I've tried Blatant mistakes of your design [Chorus] I waited too long I found that someone I have long waited too long, To see you [x2] I've had so many chances Turn my back and ran
away I've had so many chances to see you... Lyrics taken from /lyrics/n/new_found_glory/hit_or_miss.html /lyrics/n/new_found_glory/hit_or_miss.html
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